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Tracking Human Arm from Monocular Videos HongQiang Yue,ChengRong Li,YiXiong Liang and YangYu Luo Institution of Automation Chinese Academy of Sciences Beijing,100080,China {Hqyue,Lich,yxliang & yyluo}@hitic.ia.ac.cn Abstract - In this paper, we present a modified annealed particle filter which combines the annealed particle filter (proposed in [1], APF) with kinematic Jump Processes (proposed in [3], KJP), termed as APF+KJP. Compared with particle filter, the APF can make the particles more possibly converge to the global minimum, so the particles in APF are centralized with higher weight, while the KJP diffuse particles according to kinematical reasoning, samples found by KJP share the same projection on the image plane with the original sample and obtain the same weight. So the APF+KJP can effectively find particles with higher weight. Besides when the tracker find the incorrect global minimal, the KJP can help the tracker converge to the correct one. Experimental results demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Index Terms – Computer Vision, Visual Tracking, Human Arm Tracking, Annealed Particle Filter



I. INTRODUCTION 3D arm tracking aims to recover joint angles of the arm in each frame. It is one of the most challenging and active research areas in human motion analysis. The difficulties lie in: 1) the depth information can’t be obtained from the monocular videos, Ο(2 #links ) arm configurations share the same projection, and singularities in the 3D arm model worsen the problem.2)cluttered background, loose human clothing etc. make the features extracted from the image polluted by kinds of noises. Much work has been done by researchers from different point of views to improve the performance of 3D human tracking. APF was proposed in [1] to speed up CONDENSATION, it is a modified particle filter that uses a continuation principle, based on annealing, to introduce the influence of narrow peaks in the fitness function [1]. KJP was proposed in [3] to deal with depth ambiguity tracking, and kinematical reasoning was used to construct the ‘interpretation tree’ which enumerates all the possible solutions sharing the same projection. Sidenbladh [8] uses learned dynamical model to present the movement constraints of an outdoor walking people. Covariance Scaled Sampling was proposed in [4] which locally optimize the new estimates such that they correspond to local minima in the posterior. The singularities in the 3D arm model are analysed in [2], and a ‘mixed state’ strategy is adopted to handle the endstops of the joint angle. F. Guo proposed an ‘unconstrained +transfer’ strategy in [10] to handle the singularities in the arm movement. Inspired by the work mentioned above, The APF+KJP algorithm is proposed, which can be seen as a marriage of APF with KJP. compared with particle filter the APF can make the particles more possibly converge to the global
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minimum without being distracted by the local ones[1], while the KJP can find all the possible samples which generate the same projection on the image plane based on kinematical reasoning, so the APF+KJP can help the tracker find samples with higher weight, and with the help of anatomical joint angle limitations, collision constraints and smooth constraints, the tracker can effectively find the correct global minimum without being misguided by incorrect ones. Besides, to construct a robust tracker, both edge feature and silhouette feature are employed in this paper. The arm model and the weighting functions used in the tracking system are introduced in section II, the annealed particle filter algorithm and the Kinematic jump process are respectively briefly introduced in section III and IV, the proposed APF+KJP algorithm is presented in section V, and the experimental results are presented in section VI, The concluding remarks are given in section VII. II. THE ARM MODEL AND THE WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS In this section, the model and weighting functions used in this paper is introduced. A. The Arm Model In this paper, the upper arm and forearm are modelled as truncated cones which are connected by the elbow joint, and the hand isn’t modelled here, for modelling and estimation the pose of the hand are both difficult. The 3D arm model has 7 T DOF which can be expressed by X t = θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ,θ 4 , Tx , Ty , Tz , where the upper arm is modelled as fully spherical joint and forearm as a hinge joint. When we calibrate the camera first, we can project the 3D arm model onto the image plan. To speed up computation, only the four straight lines of the arm are generated [8]. B. The Weighting Functions To enable robust tracking, we use both edges and foreground silhouette as the tracking features. For edges, a canny operator is applied. As shown in fig.1 (a), for each projection line, a set of independent normal lines are generated to measure the likelihood of detected edge points. For each normal line i , the similarity is given by f 2 (d i , μ ) p ie ( Z t | X t ) = exp( − ) i = 1" L (1) 2σ e2



[



]



Where f (d i , u) = min(d ( z i , c), u ) and d ( zi , c) is the distance from the detect edge point i to the projection contour c , u controls the clutter-resistance of the tracker, L is
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the total number of normal lines. The overall likelihood of the edge feature is given by p e (Z t | X t ) =



L



∏ p (Z | X ) e i



overall trend of the search space, while w0 (Z , X ) might be very peaked, emphasizing the local features.



(2)



w3(X)



w1(X)



w2 (X)



w0 (X)



i =1



For Silhouette, about 150 background images are used to train the average background silhouette, and then foregroundbackground segmentation is performance to separate the subject from the background. The silhouette matching process is depicted in fig.1 (b).The overall likelihood of the silhouette feature is given by (N N )2 p r ( Z t | X t ) = exp(− back 2 total ) (3) 2σ r Where N back represent the number of points in the background area, and N total represent the total number of points used for silhouette measurement. Combining both the features, we can get the overall similarity by w0 ( X t , Z t ) = p e (Z t | X t ) p r ( Z t | X t ) (4) The σ e in (2) and σ r in (3) can adjust the weight of edge feature and silhouette feature in the total weighting function.



Model Contour



Fig. 2 Illustration of the APF with three runs, due to annealing the particles migrates towards the global maximum without being distracted by local maxima.



The usual method to achieve this is by using wm ( Z , X ) = w0 (Z , X ) β (6) Where 1 = β 0 > ! > β M > 0 , and w0 (Z , X ) is the original weighting function. At every time step, The APF consists of M steps, in each of these steps, the appropriate weight function is used and a set of particles is N constructed {stn,m , π tn,m }n=0 .and the APF is simply described as follows: For m from M to 0 a) Generate st(,im) −1 by resampling with replacement, where m



st(,im) −1 is selected with probability π t(,im) , and π t(,im) is the



Arm Contour



b) c)



Norm Lines



(a)



weight of st(,im) . Diffuse particles. Calculate weight π t(,im) = wm ( Z t , X t ) and normalize weights to ¦i π t(,im) = 1 .



(b)



Fig.1 (a) multiple edges matching process. (b) Silhouette matching process.



C. Anatomical Joint Angle Limits In this paper, we impose a hard lower bound and upper bound on each joint angle, an arbitrary angle θ must be in the range of [θ min ,θ max ] , otherwise, it’s invalid. During tracking, each sample found by KJP will be prune away if it’s invalid, and if the diffusion process in APF makes the valid particles to be invalid, the invalid samples will be transfer back into the valid space using (5). So in each time step, all the samples in the sample set are valid. (θ < θ min ) θ = 2θ min − θ (5) ® (θ > θ max ) ¯θ = 2θ max − θ III. ANNEALED PARTICLE FILTER The main idea of APF is use a set of weighting functions instead of a single one to find the global minimum by avoiding been misguided by a local minimum. A series of {wm (Z , X )}Mm=0 is used, where wm+1 ( Z , X ) differs only slightly from wm ( Z , X ) .As depicted in fig.2, the weighting function wM ( Z , X ) is designed to be very smooth, representing the



In the last run m = 0 , the pose at time step t is estimated N



by X t = ¦ st(,i0)π t(,i0) . i =1



IV. KINEMATIC JUMP PROCESS The KJP was proposed in [3] to deal with depth ambiguity, and the KJP can enumerate all the possible configurations of the arm which generate the same projection on the image plane. All these configurations form the shape of a tree called ‘Interpretation Tree’ in [3]. KJP can help the tracker find the full set of associated cost minima [3]. A The Interpretation Tree Fig.3 gives a typical ‘Interpretation Tree’ of the arm’s configuration. In this section we will briefly introduce how to construct the ‘Interpretation Tree’. Here we only give the example of getting the 3D position of J e2 using those of J s and J e1 .To finds the solution of the other nodes in the ‘interpretation tree’ is similar.
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system. Under the condition of the initial configuration of the arm’s pose, the local frame at the shoulder Os aligns with the initial reference system O .We have: § sin θ 1 cos θ 2 · ¨ ¸ T (8) ¨ − sin θ 2 ¸ = Rc P1 ¨ cos θ cos θ ¸ 1 2 ¹ ©



Js Je2 J e1



p0 O Camera Center



p1



1



p2



Jh1



Camera Plane



2



3 4



§ cosθ 3 sin θ 4 · ¨ ¸ 1 1 T (9) ¨ sin θ 3 sin θ 4 ¸ = ( Rc R y R x ) P2 ¨ cosθ ¸ 4 © ¹ Based on the above two equations, we can get the joint angles θ1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ,θ 4 .Generally, there are 4 solutions for one configuration of the arm.



Jh2 Jh3 J h4



Fig. 3 We illustrate of the ‘interpretation tree’ of the arm’s poses under monocular perspective projection. Given a standard configuration one can generate the other three configurations 2 e



Js J J



4 h



J s J e1 J h2



,



J s J e1 J h1 , J s J e2 J h3



,



, all these four configurations share the same projection p 0 p1 p 2 on



Y



the image plane. 1 e



In the camera system, the 3D positions of J s , J are



θ1



respectively ( x s , y s , z s ) , ( x e1 , y e1 , z e1 ) .The points on the line OJ e1 can be expressed as ( xe1t , y 1e t , z 1e t ) , so we have: (x t − xs ) + ( y t − y s ) + (z t − z s ) = 1 e



2



1 e



2



1 e



( x 1e − x s ) 2 + ( y e1 − y s ) 2 + ( z 1e − z s ) 2 =| J s J e1 | 2



(7)



Z



Y



θ3



3



the configurations J s J e J h and J s J e2 J h4 don't exist when the circle on the plane OJ e1 J h1 cantered at J e2 with radius | J e1 J h1 | has no intersections with the camera line OJ h1 , under this condition, there are only 2 solutions in the interpretation tree. Unlike the approach in [3], if the configuration J s J e2 J h3 and J s J e2 J h4 don’t exist, we just discard them, and the iterative search isn’t applied to find the global minima. B Direct Inverse Kinematics The purpose of the inverse kinematics is to get the solution of the joint angles θ1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ,θ 4 using Ps , Pe , Ph , where Ps , Pe , Ph stand for the 3D positions of shoulder, elbow, and hand in the camera system. As depicted in fig.4, at every joint of the arm model, a local frame is established, and the z-axis of the local frame aligns with the axis of the arm. Let P1 = ( Pe − Ps ) | Pe − Ps | , P2 = ( Ph − Pe ) | Ph − Pe | respectively represent the unit vectors of the z-axis of the local frames in the camera system, while it is expressed as (0,0,1)T in the local frame system. There are 3 DOF in the shoulder joint J s which represented by rotation matrices Rx1 , R1y , R1z and 1 DOF in the elbow joint J e which represented by R y2 . Let Rc be the rotation matrix from the initial reference system O to the camera



θ4 Z



Oe Z



X



Getting the solution of t , we can get the 3D position of J e2 . Thus, using the same method, we can construct the entire ‘Interpretation Tree’. Generally Speaking, there are 4 solutions in each ‘interpretation tree’. But there has a probability that 2



X



O



Os



θ2



2



Initial Reference System



Y



Fig. 4 Arm model and kinematics: four angular variables



θ 1 , !θ 4



are



shown.



V. THE APF+KJP ALGORITHM Compared with Particle Filter, the APF can make the particles more possibly converge to the global minimum without being distracted by the local ones, so the particles in APF are relatively centralized with higher weight [1]. While the KJP can diffuse the particles based on the kinematical reasoning, all the particles found by KJP can generate the same projection, and so obtain the same weight from the weighting functions, besides, the KJP can give the close-form solutions, which ensures rapid. So the APF+KJP algorithm can more efficiently find all the possible particles which can obtain relatively high weight, besides, tracking human arm from monocular is a multi-modal problem, if the APF find the incorrect global minimum, the KJP can help the tracker converge to the correct one. Each layer m of APF+KJP is initialized by a set of weighted particles S tπ, m , and the corresponding unweighted set of particles is denoted as S t , m , the KJP-modified weighted particle is denoted as NS tπ , the unweighted set of particles is denoted as NS t . The APF+KJP algorithm is described as follows: 1. For every time step t an annealing run is started at layer M , with m = M . 2. Each layer of an annealing run is initialized by a set of weighted particles S tπ,m .
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3.



N particles are drawn randomly from S tπ,m with replacement and with a probability equal to their weight π t(,im) .As the i − th particle st(,im) is chosen and used to



produce the particle st(,mj )−1 ,using st(,mj )−1 = st(,im) + Bm



4.



(10) Where Bm is a multi-variate Gaussian random variable with variance Pm and mean 0 . Each of these particles is then assigned a weight π t(,im) −1 ∝ wm ( Z t , st(,im) −1 ) (11) Which are normalized so that ¦ N π t(,im) −1 = 1 .



5.



The set of weighted particles set S tπ,m−1 has now been formed which can be used to initialized layer m − 1 , and the process is repeated until we arrive at the set S tπ, 0 .



6.



S tπ, 0 is used to estimate the optimal model configuration



correct minima [3].To keep performance, one can even adopt the measure proposed in [10], only the samples with relatively high weight are processed with KJP. VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS To test the performance of the proposed algorithm, we implement the algorithm using C++ on a Pentium IV 3.0GHz PC running Windows XP. We choose 2 video sequences to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The videos having been processed run at 15 frames/sec with the solution of 640 × 480 . The first video contains 232 frames, and the APF+KJP uses 15 annealing layers with 200 particles to finish tracking the motion movement of the arm, and only the particles whose normalized weight higher than 0.02 are processed with KJP, the overall process time is about 3 minutes and 40 seconds. As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed approach tracks arm movement consistently.



X t using Xt =



N



¦s



(i) t,0



π t(,i0)



(12)



i =1



7.



For each sample st(,i0) , using KJP to find the corresponding sample set Ti which can generate the same projection. For each sample Tij in Ti , If Tij is valid, add Tij to the list of the new sample set NS t , NS t = NS t ∪ Tij with the weight same as that of st(,i0) , and else discard the sample.



8.



9.



After this process, the total number of samples in NS tπ inflates to be K , where K ≥ N . For each component j = 1" K in NS tπ , find the closet in Mahalanobis prior component i distance M i , j (nst(i ) , nst( j ) , B0 ) .Scale with π tj = π tj * π it . Prune the samples in NS tπ to keep the N component with the highest weight, and then normalized the weight of the samples to ensure ¦ N π t( i ) = 1 .



10. Copy the weighted sample set S tπ+1,M directly from NS tπ to provide initial sample set for time step t + 1 . In the APF+KJP algorithm, if every sample is processed by the KJP to explore new samples, the number of samples will be inflated to about 16 times that of the original, So, in the prune process of KJP, to keep the total number of samples the original size, the samples with a little low weight might be prune away, but these samples might be the potentially the global minimum, which directly deteriorates the performance of the tracker. So two measures are taken to avoid this: 1) using the joint angle limitations and collision constraints: most of the samples found by KJP will be prune away using the joint angle limitations and collision constraints [9],2) using the smooth constrains: all the sample in the inflated sample set NS t will be smoothed in Step8, which ensures the tracker is not distracted by remote multi-modality when tracking the



Fig. 5 Tracking results for the first video using APF+KJP



The sequence used in the second example has 285 frames, and the sequence contains more complex movement including a singular movement: when the elbow joint is approximately straight (θ 4 ≈ 0) , there is a rotation about the axis of the upper arm with about 180 D . the APF+KJP uses 20 annealing layers with 200 particles to finish tracking the motion movement of the arm, and only the particles whose normalized weight higher than 0.02 are processed with KJP, the overall process time is about 6 minutes and 20 seconds. In this experiment, when in the near singular configuration, in the step7 of APF+KJP, the sample found by KJP in which the elbow joint is invalid will be transfer into valid space using (5) rather than pruning away immediately, for more systemic approach handling singularity, one could refer to [10]. As shown in Fig.6, with the help of KJP, the tracker successfully recovers from this singularity and finishes tracking the motion of the arm, while the APF finally lose the tracker. The estimated angle θ 3 ,θ 4 are shown in fig.7, we can see that the angle



θ 3 successfully and rapidly jumps from 90 D around to around − 90 D .
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and help the tracker converge to the correct minimal. To keep performance of APF+KJP, we use ‘multiple constrains fusion’ strategy to prune the samples found by KJP. The experimental results demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm. REFERENCES [1] J. Deutscher, A. Blake, and I. Reid. Articulated Body Motion Capture by Annealed Particle Filtering. In CVPR, 2000. [2] Deutscher J., North B., Bascle B. and Blake A.: Tracking through Singularities and Discontinuities by Random Sampling. ICCV,(1999) 1144-1149 [3] Sminchisescu C. and Triggs B.: Kinematic Jump Processes for Monocular 3D Human Tracking. CVPR, Vol.1, (2003) 69-77 [4] Sminchisescu C. and Triggs B.: Covariance Scaled Sampling for Monocular 3D Body Tracking. CVPR, Vol.1,(2001)447-454 [5] Isard M.and Blake A.: Condensation-Conditional Density Propagation for Visual Tracking. IJCV,Vol.29, No.1,(1998)5-28 [6] Bregler, C., andMalik, J. Tracking people with twists and exponential maps. In Proc. CVPR (1998). [7] Goncalves, L., di Bernardo, E., Ursella, E., and Perona, P. Monocular tracking of the human arm in 3D. In Proc. 5th Int. Conf. on Computer Vision (1995), 764–770. [8] Sidenbladh H, Black MJ, Fleet D J. Stochastic tracking of 3D human figures using 2D image motion [A]. In: Proceedings of the 6th European Conference on Computer Vision, Dublin,2000. 702Д718. [9] Vishal Mamania, Appu Shaji, Sharat Chandran: Markerless Motion Capture from Monocular Videos. ICVGIP 2004: 126-132. [10]F. Guo and G. Qian, "Robust 3D Arm Tracking from Monocular Video," Proceedings of International Conference on Intelligent Computing, Hefei, China, August 23-26, 2005.



Tracking with the APF+KJP approach



Tracking with APF approach Fig. 6 Tracking results for the second video using APF+KJP and APF respectively.



Fig. 7. The estimated angles of



θ3 ,θ 4



in the second video.



VII. CONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed the APF+KJP algorithm which combines the merits of the annealed particle filter and kinematic jump process, the APF can more possibly converge the particles to the global minimum, while the KJP can diffuse the particles based on the kinematical reasoning, so the APF+KJP can efficiently find more particles with high weight,
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EXPERIMENT RESULTS. To test the performance of the proposed algorithm, we implement the algorithm using C++ on a Pentium IV 3.0GHz. PC running Windows XP. We choose 2 video sequences to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. The videos having been processed run at 15 frames/sec with the solution. 
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